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IaW reached near break-even point.



Quarter of a million people have daily easy
access to cleaner water with Rovai pump.

administration and I am
assisting Mr Dara and



Mr Pheakdey. My name
is Sroy Somavatey.

Ideas at Work

2012

4th Customer & Technical survey shows
satisfied customers who see $0.50-1.25 extra
income per day after starting to use the Rovai
pump.



Since the beginning of IaW in 2006 a total of
5279 water pumps have been installed.



In all 24 Cambodian provinces Rovai pumps
can been seen in use.
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2012 has been exciting
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Investments & donations:
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Rope pump:
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4 th Customer Survey
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Production/sales figures

2012 has been the first year that we almost covered our own running costs
without needing donation money; just $6,661 short of break-even point (-4%). In
the future we hope that only for new projects we might need extra support.

Ideas at Work PROFIT/LOSS 2013
Sales INCOME

$150.139

Donor INCOME

$10.898

Total
COST OF SALES

$52.029

OPERATION EXPENSES
OTHER EXPENSES
(to orphanage&disabled Group, SWI project)

$103.270

Total
Net Profit

Facilitating
Cambodians to run a
social but profitable
organisation

$161.037

$12.399
$167.698
-$6.661

IaW is still a transfer mechanism for several Dutch supporters of KT Orphanage
and AAD disabled organization. Both organizations are committed advocates for
changes and chances for their target groups in the Cambodian society.

Expenditure versus own income

I implemented a
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